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This paper nnnlyftrs the nafiirr of wave propagation along a ci/limlrical

electron beam, foriiscit in Brillouin Jioie by /neans of a finite axial magnetic

field. Two differenl types of conducting boundaries external to the beam are

treated: (1) the vonnnlric cylindrical tube, forming a drift region; and {2)

the sheath helix, forming a model of the helix traveling-ware tulic The field

solution of the helix problem is used to evaluate the normal-mode parameters

of an ecpiivaleni circuit seen by a thin beam, thereby permitting computation

of the gain constant of growing waves. The gain eonskint of the cylindrical

beam with Brillouin flow is fovnd to e.rcced that of a similar beam with

rectilinear flow, presumably because of the transverse component of electron

motion in the former.

INTRODUCTION

Tlie tht'oiy of the helix traveling-wave has been treated in previous

papers,'"* for cases in which the electrons move along .sti'aight lines paral-

lel to the axis of the helix, as though immersed in an infinitely strong

magnetic field. In practice, however, Ihe electron beam is focused by a

magnetic held of hnite intensity,'' ' such tliat the electrons follow spiral

paths about the common axis. The purpose of this paper is to extend

traveling-Win-e tube theory to the case of such focused bearrs, and to

compare the gain constants for the two types of electron motion. The

motion of the beam in an infinite field is usually described as rectilinear

flow; that in a finite focusing field, as Brillouin flow.

The gain constant, of the dominant mode in a traveling-wave tube

may be computed from the field solution for the electron beam in the

presence of its circuit structure. Tliis procedure, however, requires the

solution of cnmi)ersome tnuiscendental equations for each particuhu- set

of dimensions and operating conditions. A more flexible method of anal-

ysis has been i)rovided liy Pierce,' based on an expansion in terms of
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normal modes df.mWfjagation. For any particular type of beam and cir-

cuit, three circuit ptttameters must be evaluated from the field solution.

The performance, pi the traveling-wave tube is then described quite ac-

curately by a tiUmH equation containing these parameters, over a wide

range of dimrifffl^^ and operating conditions. The usefulness of this

normal-mode iW^ifcod has been further enhanced by publication of a.

nomograph^ ffrf tfte calculation of the gam constant.

In its initial fonn, the normal-modes solution for a helix traveling-

wave tube was greatly simplified by the assumption that the electron

beam is so thin that the electric field acting on it is constant. Employing

the field solution for a beam of finite thickness in a helix, Fletcher* was

able to compute the circuit parameters for the solid and hollow cylindri-

cal electron beams, respectively, confined to rectihnear flow .

This procedure will now be extended to cyUndrical beams in Brillouin

flow, in which transverse electron motion occurs. First, it will be neces-

sary to solve the field equations for this type of beam in a helix. As a

by-product of this computation, the solution of the field equations for

the beam in a concentric drift tube ^dll briefly be given. Finally, with

some restrictions, the helix parameters will be evaluated, and the gain of

helix amplifiers with such beams compared with that obtained with

otherwise identical rectilinear beams.

FIELD EQUATIONS IN THE ELECTRON BEAM

When a small ac field is impressed upon a short length of electron beam,

the electrons respond by executing small ac excursions about their steady-

state trajectories. These ac motions of charged particles constitute a

transverse distribution of ac currents, which in turn excites an ac field

distribution. The propagation of an ac signal along a beam depends upon

the reciprocal action of these currents and fields.

To find the propagation constants for a particular configuration of

electron stream and enclosure, we must therefore solve Maxwell's equa-

tions in the presence of the ac driving currents in the beam, subject to

the external boundary conditions. When the fields and currents possess

circular symmetry, these equations may be formally separated into TE
and TM groups.' In addition, as we are concerned only with "slow"

waves, the equations may be simplified by neglecting all terms of rela-

tive magnitude k'/y\ where k is the wave number in free space, and y

the propagation wave number.

TM WAVE

r dr \ or / jwe coe r or
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E^=i^^_J^j, (2)
7 dr "T

He=-Er-^-Jr (3)

TE WAVE

H, = i f^' + A (Si
y \ dr

E. = -"^ ff, = -^:^^ f?^' + J,

)

(6)
7 7" \ dr

Here (r, d, z) are the polar cylindrieal coordinates, w the angular driving

frequency, e the dielectric constant and ^ the permeability, of free space,

in MKS units. The ac amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields, and

the convection-current density, respecti\'ely, are represented by the

components of E, H, and J. All ac quantities have been assumed to vary

as exp j(oit-yz)

.

When the assumption is made that the convection current density in

the beam is of the same order of magnitude as the displacement current

density, equations (2) and (6) reduce to the follomng:

E, = if (7)
7 dr

E. = -^ 'JL- (8)
7^ dr

In order to evaluate the components of J in the beam, it is necessary

to determine the velocity and charge distributions, first in the unmodu-

lated, and then in the ac modulated beam.

The focusing of long cyhndrical electron beams by axial magnetic

fields of moderate strength has been fully described by Brillouin^ and

Samuel^ This typo of electron motion, called "Brillouin fiow", can be

established when a parallel electron beam abruptly enters a suitable

magnetic field. The electrons thereupon acquire an angular velocity

component which leads to a balance of radial forces in the beam.

The equations of motion of electrons in an axial magnetic field .Bo are

as follows:

r - rff" = 7,{dVo/dr - rbBo) (9)

r'e + 2rd = vrBo (10)

s = ^-dV^/dz (11)
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III these equations (r, 6, z) is the position of an electron at time /; dots

indicate differentiation with respect to /, following the cleeti'ons; ij — c/m,

where —e is the electronic charge and m its mass; and T'o is the potential

describing the steady, axially symmetric electric field. Relativistic ef-

fects and the magnetic field resulting from electron motion have been

neglected, as our interest is confined to beam velocities which are small

compared to that of light.

It is readily verified that a solution of the above equation is:

r = 0, e = e>i = vB^^/2, 'z = Vo (12)

7, dVo/dr = rCo', dVo/dz - (13)

Thus all the particles in the beam have the same angular velocity, equal

to the Larmor angular frequency, and the same axial velocity Vo . From
Poisson's equation, we find the charge density:

p„ = - 2€9o'/v (14)

It is convenient to introduce the angular plasma frequency Uj, , de-

fined by;

Wp' = — 7jpi)/e = 29o (15)

In steady-state flow, an electron with initial position (ru, ^n, za) ha^

the position (t\\ , di, + di)t, zn -f- ;fnO at time t. When the beam is mod-

ulated by a small ac signal, the electrons suffer small ac displacements

from their steady-state trajectories. If we assume that the signal propa-

gates along the axis of the beam as exp j{wf — yz), we can \vrite the

perturbed electron coordinates in terms of the Lagrangian coordinates

0\\ , 011 , Zi,) as follows:

r = 7-0 -f r(ra)-Gxpj[o}l - y(z,) + uj)] '(16)

9= eu-\- kt + e(r„)-expjM - 7(^0 + I'oO] (17)

3 = 2o + i'o( + l(r„)-exp j[w/ - 7(20 + «oO] (18)

where the tildes indicate ac amplitudes, and the dots indicate, as before,

time differentiation at fixed ro , flo , ^o- Thus the dots are ec|uivalent to

multflilication by j(w — yiio), when apphed to ac quantities.

The e<iuations of motion for the ac modulated beam differ from the

steady-state equations fO) — (II), in that the particle coordinates are

now given by (10) — (18), and there are ac fields present in addition to

the dc fields —t>Vl^/^r and Ba . As is usual in small-signal theorj', only

first-order ac quantities are retained in any equation. To this approxi-
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mation, the ac fields can be evaluated at the unperturbed particle

position.

Xot all of the ac fields need to appear in the force e([uations, however.

Reference to the field equations show.s that the contributions of the ac

magnetic ticklM to the force components are smaller than those due to

the electric fields l\v a factor of the order of {ih,/cf or smaller (where c is

the velocity of light), and hence may be neglecte<l. In adchtion, the force

exerted by Ee is of the same order as that due to H^ , and may be neg-

lected too.

Omitting the fa<'tor exp >[co/ - 7(^(1 + Uot)] for brevity from all ac

terms, we can write the e(|uations of motion as follows:

r - (70 + r}(Oi, + 'of = -v[-d\\/dr + AV + (r„ + f)% + 8)B,] (19)

(ru +'"0^ + '2r{B, + ^) - v^'B, (20)

'i = - vE. (21)

These ecjuations may be simplified with the aid of (12):

7} dY,/dr ^ (/-o + ~r)el (22)

and by recalling that the dots may be replaced by raultipUcation by

j(a} — y)i(t). We obtain, finally;

7- = 7,^./(co -- yihf (23)

^ = (24)

z = i^EJ{o> ~ 7M0)' (25)

Although the foregoing equations deal with the dynamics of individual

electrons, the assumption that the beam behaves like a smoothed-out

"fluid" of chai-ge, with a single velocity at each point, enables us to

assign values of velocity and all other ac ciuantities, to fixed positions in

space, (r, 6, z). In these coordinates, the dc \'elocity is given by:

V, - (0, re, , Ho) (26)

and the ac velocity by:

, = ('• '^. «
_ (27)

= jicc - 7"o)[(r, re, zj\

Although the ac quantities are defined at n , they may be taken to he the

same at r, to a hnear approximation.

1--
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The same result, (27), might have been obtained by stating the

equations of motion in terms of Eulerian coordinates, in which the per-

turbed variables are the components of fluid velocity at any fixed point.

In this procedure, the "material" or total time derivative would be used

m the expressions for acceleratioiL

The ac space-charge density p is found with the aid of the continuity

equation:

I7 (po + P) = -div [(po + p){v, + v)] (28)
at

P = ^^' divy (29)
to — 7U0

From (23)-(25) and (27), the ac velocity may be written:

V = -J'}— (Er,0,E.) (30)

P = -^^'^, div E = , "'..^ .p (31)

Combining these with Poisson's equation, we find:

(oj — yUoY '^ (co — yuo)'

There arc two possible solutions to (31):

(a; — yuoY = ojp (32)

P = (33)

Sohition (32) represents two longitudinal space-charge waves of arbi-

trary amplitude distribution, with plasma-frequency oscilLations about

the average beam velocity:

7 = - ± -^ (34)
Wo Wo

The second sohition, (33), however, permits us to evaluate the compo-

nents of the ac convection current density J, and thereby solve the field

equations (1) — (8):

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

Jr = PoWr =
2 dE

7(w — yUo) dr

Je =

J. = PnVz =
w — 7W0

E,
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The wave equations (1) and (4) for Ez and H^ now reduce to the

following.

1 d ( dEz\ 2,

IwX^'l)-^'^-' WO)

These equations have sohitions for Ez and H^ , which are finite at r = 0,

of the form ^1 -/o(7r), where A is an arbitrary constant and /o the modi-

fied Bessel function of zero-th order.

It is not without interest to remark that the same pair of solutions,

given by (32) and (39)— (40), has been found by L. R. Walker for a

beam of arbitrary cross-section, with the same longitudinal velocity and

space-charge density at every point, in the absence of any impressed dc

magnetic field.

Due to the radial component of electron motion, the beam surface is

rippled. For a steady-state radius h, this rippling can be expressed, in a

linear approximation, by the perturbed radius

:

r{h) = h + f{h) exp i(ojf - 72) (41)

The rippled beam is equivalent to a uniform cylindrical beam with an ac

surface charge density por, or a surface current density whose components

are:

G, = porwo (42)

G, = p,r6,h (43)

The total ac convection current may be written in a form which appHea

equally well to the cylindrical beam with purely rectihnear flow

:

Ic = [ Jz2irr dr + 27rbpoWo?(&)
Jo

= -jijifR-2Trh-A-Ifyh)/y

= -j.eR}^ Ez2.rdr
^^^

where R is a beam propagation function which ^vill prove convenient:

R =
""'"

=
^^"^'^^

(45)
(o) - yvo)' {yb ~ m'

and

0t = oj/Wfl
, /3p = (jp/un (46)
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Thus we note that wave propagation along a cylindiical l)eam with

Brillouin flow is accompanied hy swefling and contracting of its bomiflary,

with constant space-charge density, lathef tlian by space-charge launch-

ing. The second interesting result is that the dynamics and field equa-

tions for the focused beam are identical with those for a beam with zero

dc magnetic field, except for the angular component of surface current

density Ge

SPACE-CHARGE WAVES

We now consider the given beam, of radius h, in a concentric conduct-

ing tube of rachus a > b. The boundary problem consists of matching

the TM wave admittances inside and outside of the beam, at its boun-

dary. (The TE fields are of no interest in the drift-tube problem, as

they are not excited at the ends of the tube, and are not coupled to the

TM fields.) Let I refer to the beam region < r < b, and II to the space

between beam and conductor b < r < a. Then, at r = b,

^fl + ^^ ^ fit (A7^

E[ E[' ^
^

The beam admittance on the left is evaluated with the aid of (3), (7),

(30), and (42): ,

ytoe ,, „x Iiiyh)Y.^^^{l-R)'^^^ (48)

In region II,

E. = B-hM + C-K,(yr)

He = ^-^[B-hijr) - C-IU{yr)]
7

where Ko and Ki are modified Bessel functions of the second kind. The

wave admittance at r = & in II is therefore:

'h(yb) - {C/B)-lUyh
1 r.

'

—

' (49)
WiMyh) + {C/B)-K,{yb)]

Ktr = a,E," = or:

C/B = -h{ya)/Iu(ya) (60)

Equating beam and circuit admittances (48) and (49), we obtain:

_ hjya)

R =
,. ^^°^^"L .

-1 (51)

yb.Uyb).[uiyb)-'^^.lUyb)]
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This equation must be soh'ed simultaneously with each of the follow-

ing:

Jib - ^ef> + WVRi
r- (52)

Thus, for a given beam and frequency, the solution consists of two un-

attenuated wa\L's, one faster and the other slower than the beam ^'elocity.

The wavelength of the interference pattern is given by:

X. = —

^

(53)
71-72

For a cyHndrical beam,

0,h = 174a/P (54)

whore P = I/V'^'^ amps/(volts)^'', the perveance. In practice, P and

lience liph are usually ho small that we can gain a fair estimate of X, by

assuming 7?i = Rii

X.-^-^ (55)
HP

Fig. ] shows the variation of /f^ ' with 7^ for several values of b/a.

(The "intrinsic" solution (32) is included as a line at R^'' = 1.) The
ordinatcs of these ciu'ves are approximately proportional to the space-

charge wavelength, and the abcissae to the frequency, as 7 c:^ /3c ^ oj/kq

for small perveance.

Space-cliarge waves propagating along a cylindrical beam with rec-

tilinear flow have been treated hy Ilahn and Ramo^. In Fig. 2, their

computations ha\'e been reformulated in the same way as in Fig. 1, and

compared with the results for Hrillouin flow, for two values of b/a. The
spuco-chai'ge wavelength is nlways greater in Brillouin flow, for the

principal pair of waves and the same b/a and yb.

HELIX PROBLEM

In place of the drift tube at ladius a, we now have a helically conduct-

ing sheet of zero thickness and pitch angle tl/. In addition to I (0 < ?

< h) and II (b < r < a), we shall use III to identify fields in the region

(a < r < :ic ). The boundary conditions at r = h are:

(56)

He' + G._ -- He" -

E/ - E/' =

H/ - Oe -- H/' ^

hV -- E/' =
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(57)

^t r = a, the boundary conditions are:

-Ez" + Ee" cot ^p =

£/" + E/" cot V =

E/' - Er =

Hj' + He" cot ^ - Hj" - He"' cot ^^ =

Inasmuch as cot ^ '^ 7/fc, the contribution of Eg to the field at the

helbc can conceivably be comparable to that of E, . The TE fields are

coupled to the TM group, in addition, through the angular surface cur-

rent Gg , which depends on ^^ . All 8 equations must therefore be solved

simultaneously.

The procedure follows that of Chu and Jackson^ for the field solution

3.6

3.4

3.Z

3,0

2.6

2,6

2.4

Vr
2.2

2.0

1,6

1.6

1,4

1,2

1.0

0.8
1 2 3 4 i b /

/b

Fig. 1 — Space-charge wavelength X, for cylindrical beam with Brillouin flow,

in a concentric drift tube. Here b and n are the beam and tube radii, respectively;

K"^ is a dimensionless parameter; and the waves propagate as exp j(«i — -yz). To
compute X, c^d 2irR^'^/ffp , use ffpb - 174P"^ where P is the beam perveance. The
abscissae are approximately given by -y '^ ^e = w/ho - (Equations 52-55.)
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Vr
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Fig. 2 — ComiJiirisori l)etween space-eharge wavelengths for cylindrical beams
with Brillouin How and those with rectilinear (confined) flow, respectively,

of the rectilinear beam. The 12 independent variables of (56-57) are re-

duced to 6 by expressing He and Eg in terms of Eg and H^ , respectively.

The latter, ho\\'ever, rctiuire 2 arbitrary constants for a complete descrip-

tion in region II, making a total of 8 constants to be determined.

The eliminant of the 8 boundary-value equations can be written as a

TM wave-admittance equation at the beam surface:

1
j

'

\ \s
.. 4n- . 277- yp

\

\
\ w\4 = 0.8

\ \ \

V

Ml V
1

' ^S,
\

\
\\ \

N,
1

N "^^
\

•>^i-^

—

,

—-_ .

^s
><. .^

'===. ==.-
PLASMA-FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS

~ ^^- >——

_

___

where

8 =

y h{yb)

8o-\- RF

hjyb) ^ jc^ Uyh) - 5-K,{yh)

7 /o(7&) +5-Ko(7&)

Io(yh)

ka cot )p1

Kliya) LV 7a
A'i(7a)/i{7a) - K<,{ya)lQiya)

(58)

(59)

(GO)
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F = (1:1, .ot ^) (^) 'J^^fi^ (61)

In (01), c is the velocity of light.

The right Hidv, of (58), which is the admittance Hb/E, looking away

from the hcam surface, contains a term 5 which depends on the helix

geometry and the amplitude of the TE fields excited by the surface

(current Og . Th\is, although the TE fields do not affect the electron paths,

they are excited by the beam, and coupled to the TM fields at the helix.

If Ge were zero, 5 would reduce to 5o , and the circuit admittance in (58)

^\ould then be the same as for a cyhiidrical beam with rectilinear flow.

In (59), 6 is expressed in terms of 5o and the product, RF, where R is the

beam propagation function, and F a factor dependent on the magnetic

field and the geometry.

This is the complete field solution of the problem. Ec|uation (58) has

four roots: two complex and two real propagation \va\'e numbei-s, one of

the latter representing a backward wave. In addition, there are two un-

atteuuated space-charge waves, given by (34); or a total of waves in

aU.

EQUIVALENT THIN-BEAM SOLUTION

Pierce' has expressed the admittance equation for an ideally thin

beam, interacting with an arbitrary distributed circiuit, as follows:

1 y/3. _h_ ^ ( , r r„ 2JQ-
(62)

w^hei'c q = total convection current

E = longitudinal electric field

r = propagation constant = v— 7- — k^

Id = dc beam current

Vit = dc beam potential

Fo , K, Q = normal-mode circuit parameters.

For slow waves, T ^^ jy. For moderate values of pcrveancc, the ac-

celerating voltage may be replaced by the beam potential at the axis:

Wo c^ V2r]Vo

^^'
,
-^ ^ jc^twb'R (63)
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Then, dividing lioth sides of (62) by 2irb, we may rewrite it as a wave-

admittance equation:

-1

ft-'--H'^[A-f]) m)

With the aid of (59), v:v can solve the admittance equation (58) for

R, and re-write it as follows:

Y, = 7b (65)

with

F. = -tl.±R (66)

Y„ =

7 ^

jwe yb hiyb)

\yl>-h{yb)[fo{yb) -j- io-Ko{yb)\ - ^ , ,. j

The sohd-cylindrical Hrillouin beam in a helk is thus equivalent to a

thin beam whose circuit admittance is Yb By equating F« to the right

side of (64), we can evaluate the normal-mode parameters fur this ad-

mittance, and thereby use all the results of previous thin-beam calcula-

tions/'^ The equivalence of the two circuit expressions, however, requires

that we replace the transcendental expression (07) by an algeliraic one,

with no more than three arbitrary constants. This can be done very

effectively, in the region of interest, by means of the approximation:"

l-B--(T,-7.)('^') •^^» (68)
\ dy /-t=io 7 - 7p

in which 70 and 7^, are the zero and pole, respectively, of Yu :

5o(7n) =

\ luiyb) yb-Ii_(yb)-lu{yb) '-,^-,„

If we were to neglect the term containing F in (70), the error in the

magnitude of 5o(7;,) would be measured by:

yb-Ii{yb)- luiyb) \ c / I(,(yb) lUiya)

In most low-power traveling-wave tubes, the first factor in parentheses is

usually less than 3; ilie second factor less than 0.01; and the last factor

always less than unity. Tlie error in evaluating 7, , moreover, is less than
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this product, for the slope of the curve 5o versus yb increases with -yb.

Putting F = 0, therefore, leads at most to a very slight error in 7p and

Outside of the region (70 , 7p), 5o grows large rapidly, and the expres-

sion for Yb is hardly affected at all by this assumption.

Physically, the neghgible role played by F in the admittance equation

means that 6 ~ 5o , i.e., the TM helix admittance is not appreciably per-

turbed by the TE fields excited by Ge

.

With F = 0, (67) may be re-written:

y„ = ^.^).F. (72)
2 Iiiyb)

y _M [hjyb)
- 5o-K,{yb) _ h{yb) ~\ ,„ ,

"
y lMyb)-{'d,-K,iyb) h{yb)i

Here ¥„ is the helix admittance seen by a thin cylindrical hollow beam,

\vith rectilinear electron flow. As in the case of Yb , it may be replaced

in the vicinity of (70 , 7p), by the approximation:

F„^-(7,-7.)('-f?) ^-^^ (74)
\ ^7 /-r=7n Y - 7p

Fletcher* has evaluated the normal-mode parameters for Yb as fol-

lows:

r= = -70= - k' (75)

, -n^q- = l tL •
(76)

0e\_ 7oJ 2 7p - To

1 . . 2 r. .
/>= -JT&70 1 + 2

Kh L 7oJ

3/2

^-I?
1 (77)

dy

We have used the subscript H to refer the parameters to the hollow beam,

and will use the subscript B to refer to the solid-cylindrical Brihouin

beam.

As Yb and Yh have the same zero and pole, they have the same natural

propagation constant To , and the same space-charge parameter Q:

Qb = Qi<
-

(78)

This quantity can be found plotted in Fig. 1 of Reference 4, or in Fig.

A6.1 of Reference 1.
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From (G8), (72), and (74), we find:

(Y,\ ^ (
dYs/dy\ ^ [yh h{yb)~\ , ,

\Y„/y=y, \dY„/dyK=y, I'l 7,(7^>)J.=7o

The impedance parameters for the i^vo beams are therefore related to

each other by:

Both Pierce'" and Fletcher* ha\e found the impedance parameter of

the hollow licam to be related to that of a thin beam along the axis of a

hehx, Kt , as follows:

A'h = KT[h\'rh)],^y, (81)

The gain parameter C is defined by: C' = (2S:)(/o/87o) (82)

Thus, for given h and Vo , the factor l^}"^ which the gain parameter of a

thin beam should be multiplied to give that of a hollow beam, is:

(K^/KtY" = [h"\yb)],^,, (83)

This "impedance reduction factor" can similarly be evaluated for the

finite cylindrical beam with Brillouin flow:

1/3

(84)(Kb/KtY" = \^h{yh)-Uyh)

Cutler,' who calls tliis quantity F^ , has described how it and the

parameter Q can be used to compute the gain of traveling-wave tubes.

I'lio procedure depends upon the evaluation of C and QC. The expres-

sion for Cb, in Cutler's notation, is:

Cn ^ (AVA^)''' FiF2(V8Fo)'" (85)

Here A's/A is a factor, of the order of 0.5, which corrects the impedance

of the ideal sheath helix for the physical dimensions and support ele-

ments of tlie actual hehx. It is best found by measurement. The factor

I'\ is plotted in Fig. 3.4 of Reference 1, and obeys the empirical relation:

F^(ya) = 7.154 exp (-0.6664 ya) (86)

Finally, the factor F2 is the impedance reduction factor (84), which is

plotted in Fig. 3 of this paper for various ratios of the radii, b/a.

It is of interest to compare the relative gain of beams with rectilinear

and with BriUouui flow, respectively. Pierce ° has computed a first

approximation to the impedance reduction factor for the soUd-cyUndrical
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beam \vit.li rectilinear flow, by averaging E; o\'er the Iseam area (with

E^ for the empty helix)

:

iK,/Krf' ~ [Iliyb) - n(yh)]%„ (87)

Fletcher* has improved upon this calculation by replacing the solid lieam

with a tliin hollow beam of different radius and dc current. This has the

same electronic admittance 1% and derivative dYc/dy when R = 1.

The impedance reduction factoi-s for the three types of beams ha\'0

been plotted in Fig. 4, using a typical value of b/a. For the same h ,

Vo , and h/a, the gain parameters C are found to be greatest for the

hollow beam, and lea.st for the soHd rectilinear beam.

The liigh gain of the hollow beam is due to its concentration in the

region of greatest field strength. The greater gain of the beam with

Brillouin flow, relati\-e to that of a similar beam with confined flow, is

probaljly due to transverse electron motion, in two ways:

(1) causing electrons to interact with the transverse as well as longi-

tudinal fields; and
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Fig. 3 — The factor {Kb/KtV^, or Fi , l>y which the gain parameter Ct for a

thill beam should he multiplied to give ('n . tlie gain parameter for a cylindrical

heam with lirillouin flow, of The .same current and voltage. Computation of C'^ using

this factor is described in text following equation (85).
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FiK- ^ — (Joiniiai'iilivii viilucs of iiii|K^(l;iiice rpduolion fiictor for several kinds of
lieanis, uf tlic aame relative rariii h/a.

(2) Ciiusing electroiiH to move prefereiitiall_Y into regions of retarding

longitudinal fields, a process analogous to bunching.

GONf'LlISIONfi

Field Kolutions have been presented for the magnetically-focused

(ylindrical beam, when modnUited by a small ae signal. Two types of

beam enclosure have been treated: the concentric drift tube and the

ideally thin (sheath) helix.

There are two pairs of unattenuated space-charge waves in the drift-

tube: one with arbitrary amplitude distribution, and another pair wMch
is coupled to the external Held (Fig. I). The space-charge wavelength

of the latter pair is greater than that of space-charge wa\'es in a similar

beam with rectilinear flow (Fig. 2).

The solution of the helix problem consists of the aforementioned two

spaee-cliarge waves with ar!)itrary amplitude, as well as the usual four

waves of tra\'eling-wave tulie theory, or six waves in all. In order to com-

pute the gain (-(.instant of the growing wave, the field solution has been

re-written as the admittance equation of a Ihin beam in an artificial
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circuit. By means of two approximations, the normal-mode parameters

of this circuit have been evaluated.

The first approximation amounts to neglecting the TE fields coupled

to the TM wave, and is valid for most low-power traveling-wave tubes.

The second approximation consists of replacing the circuit admittance

function by an algebraic expression ^^ith the same zero and pole, and the

same slope at the zero. Although thin-beam theory predicts small devi-

ations of complex roots (of the admittance equation) from the natural

propagation wave number, it is difficult to judge \\'hethcr any such roots

might occur outside of the region in which this approximation holds,

for the finite beam.

The space-charge parameter Qb is found to be the same as for a thin

hollow beam with rectilinear flow (Fig. 1 of Reference 4, or Fig. A6.1 of

Reference 1). The gain parameter Cb can be computed from Equation

(85), Fig. 3.4 of Reference 1, and Fig. 3 of this paper. The gain of the

cylindrical beam with Brilloxnn flow is found to be greater than that t)f

a similar cylindrical beam with rectilinear flow, presumably because of

transverse electron motion in the former. Its gain, however, is less than

that of a thin hoflow cylindrical beam with rectilinear flow, for the same

radius, current, and voltage (Fig. 4).
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